quantitatively in agreement, as regards 'magnitudes, variation with angle, and variation with voltage, with a simple phase shift of the spherically symmetrical de Broglie wave ("S wave") due to the collision or scattering, corresponding to a new attractive force overpowering the Coulomb repulsion, and give a rather accurate measure of the "potential well" which is therefore permissible as representing the interaction. The "likeparticle" interaction for a Gauss error potential is 39mc'e ""' with 8.97X10 " cm as the unit of length and the interaction energy is 11..1 mev for a potential which is constant (except for its Coulombian part) within a distance
due to the collision or scattering, corresponding to a new attractive force overpowering the Coulomb repulsion, and give a rather accurate measure of the "potential well" which is therefore permissible as representing the interaction. Interestingly enough, this potential well appears to be identical, within the limits of error of both determinations, with the potential well which represents the proton-neutron interaction as derived from the scattering and absorption of slow neutrons. Furthermore, the magnitude of interactions thus determined by scattering experiments is in very satisfactory agreement with that used successfully for calculations of mass defects of light nuclei. * It thus appears that a *A very readable discussion in this connection is given by Bethe in Rev. Mod. Phys. 8, 82 (1936) . real beginning has been made toward an accurate and intimate knowledge of the forces which bind together the "primary particles" into the heavier nuclei so important in the structure and energetics of the material universe.
( (Received August 11, 1936) The experiments of Tuve, Heydenburg and Hafstad and those of White are discussed by means of the standard theory of scattering in central fields. The theoretical formulas are presented in a form convenient for numerical computation and are supplemented by tables. These are arranged so as to enable an experimentalist to compute the effect of phase shifts due to angular momenta L =0, 5, 2A, and to infer these phase shifts from the experimental material {' Tables I, II, III, IV The "likeparticle" interaction for a Gauss error potential is 39mc'e ""' with 8.97X10 " cm as the unit of length and the interaction energy is 11..1 mev for a potential which is constant (except for its Coulombian . The close agreement between the empirical values of the proton-proton and proton-neutron interactions in '5 states suggests that aside from Coulombian and spin effects the interactions between heavy particles are independent of their charge and that the apparent preference for equal numbers of protons and neutrons in the building up of nuclei is conditioned more by the operation of the exclusion principle than by the greater values of proton-neutron forces. Phys. Rev. 4'7, 591 (1935) . Phys. Rev. 49, 402 (1936); 50, 806 (1936) Phys. Rev. 32, 361 (1928) .
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The above notation for the Coulomb wave functions is the same as that used by Yost, Wheeler Breit" in tabulations of these wave functions.
The plane wave e'"' is changed by the Coulomb field into
An alternative form~s
where F is the confluent hypergeometric series. If the field is Coulombian at large distances but not at small ones then the same plane wave is changed into
At large distances the asymptotic form of f' is
The collision cross section per unit solid angle of the laboratory reference system is, on the classical theory, for Coulombian fields:
The effect of taking into account the symmetry of the wave functions is according to Mott such as to change this into ' -c Tables I, II, IX. In Table I are given values of (2''/e')'P~. In the first column are listed values of g and the second column gives the approximate value of the energy of the incident proton for this p. The succeeding columns give the values of (2pv'/e')'P~for 0~= 15', 20', etc. as indicated at the top of each column. The values of (2pv'/e')'P~are seen to vary slowly with Z and interpolation can be easily made in Table I.  In Tables II, III are Table I   and to Tables III, IV 
::, -++;=-.==-. The observations of THH will now be discussed and it will be seen that most of the + --- The results of THH for P/P}}r at 900 kv are plotted in Fig. 4 Fig. 6 comparisons between theory and experiment are made for 700 kv and 600 kv.
At these energies and at high scattering angles the observations are supposedly more difficult on account of the increased importance of the stopping power of the window in the electrical counter. Thus at 600 kv and O~=40' the experimental point is known to be definitely too low and for this reason the experimental curve is drawn in by THH somewhat higher than the number of observed particles at this angle would indicate. It is difficult to be sure of the angular distribution curves sufficiently to make a definite phase angle analysis possible. The difference between the experimental and theoretical P/Pm at 800 kv amounts to roughly 0.1 at 0~=20 which when attributed to the distortion of the p wave gives roughly --, " for E». There is thus an indication that the phase shift X» is present from 600 kv to 800 kv and that it is negligible at 900 kv. Such a variation of X» is contrary to all expectation for forces of such spatial extension as is usually assumed in theories of nuclear structure. Thus according to Fig. 2 and Eq. (8.1) the distortion of the p wave would have to be attributed to potentials extending to 3 X 10 " cm.
Otherwise Fig. 2 shows that Ii»2 will increase with E much too rapidly to make such a behavior of E» possible. In order to account for X» ---1 at 1 mev one would need roughly an interaction energy of 10 kv extending through a distance of 10 figure. The difference in shape is seen to be relatively slight and it will be noted that it corresponds to the diAerence in shape between the experimental curves for 900 kv and 800 kv and the corresponding theoretical curves in Fig. 4 to the presence of small amounts of X2. It is seen from Fig. 7 that inclusion of X2 --2. 2' in the theoretical analysis makes it necessary to change Ep from 29' to about 36'. Such a change in Ep will be seen to have serious consequences on the possible interpretation of the change of Ep with energy as well as on the comparison of the proton-proton with proton-neutron interactions.
In the above discussion it was supposed that the main effect is due to Ep which is a reasonable hypothesis on present views regarding the range of nuclear forces. As has been already noted in connection with White's experiments there are for any scattering angle essentially two values of Ep which account for a given experimental value of P. In the discussion of angular distributions due to E p alone the effect of an addition of~to FrG. 6. Same as' Fig. 4 for 600 kv and 700 kv. all cases. At 600 kv P/Psr remains in fact below 1 for all angles at which observations were made.
In addition the dependence of P/Psr on the scattering angle for all voltages experimentally examined is represented poorly by means of such Xo even for those angles for which P/Psr(1. If values of Ep in the fourth quadrant were to be seriously considered one would need to use large values of the phase shifts for higher L, in order to bring about agreement with the observed angular distributions. The difference between the first and fourth quadrant for Xp can be understood qualitatively as follows. The interaction potential which exists in addition to that representing the inverse square law may be imagined to be either increased or decreased by small amounts starting with zero. If it is increased one gets repulsive forces and values of E p in the fourth quadrant; if it is decreased the forces are attractive and Xp is positive. In the first case the repulsive forces reinforce the Coulombian effect and a larger scattering is to be expected. For attractive forces the Coulombian effect is partly counteracted and a smaller scattering should be found. If, however, the attractive force is made sufficiently great then the Coulombian effect may be practically entirely overcome and the scattering will become nearly zero. As the attractive force is increased further the scattering becomes due primarily to the attraction and may exceed that which would exist if only the Coulombian force were acting.
Qualitatively this corresponds to the condition of the theoretical curves shown for 900 kv in Fig. 4 for most of the scattering angles. At small scattering angles the effect of the inverse square field on the wave function becomes great and is sufficient to partly neutralize the effect of attraction so that P/Psr again becomes (1.As the energy of the incident protons decreases the effect of the attraction becomes less pronounced since the proton penetrates into the attractive region with greater difficulty. --+-+g g--~-'Q fI+ '" +~*=- . 
